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BUILD A ROBOT AND MAKE IT RUN — RIGHT FROM YOUR PDA!

  The virtual chasm between PDAs and robots has been spanned, with McGraw-Hill’s PDA Robotics: Using Your Personal Digital Assistant to Control Your Robot, an easy-to-read guide to integrating these two pieces of technology into a single, remote-controlled powerhouse.

  Written in easy-to-understand language by a renowned software designer and robotics expert, this unique resource reveals innovative concepts and designs, helping you to build your own PDA-controlled robot from the ground up. As a result, you’ll be able to: 

	Allow any PDA to communicate with and control your robot 
	Establish a wireless RF link between your PDA and robot 
	Acquire low-cost, standard, and easily obtainable components 
	Learn about special software, control circuits, and interface ideas for creating artificial life forms 
	Customize modules easily 
	And more! 



Perfect for hobbyists, students of electronics, and engineers alike, this book is your entrée into the brave new world of PDA-controlled robots!

  Inside: 

	The Anatomy of a PDA 
	Software IDEs and Electronic Design 
	Movement Systems 
	Wireless RF 
	Room Radar and Sonar Devices 
	And Much More!



About the Author
   Doug Williams is a software designer fir Agfa Healthcare.  A resident of Ontario, Canada, he has worked in the computer industry for nearly 10 years, specializing in radar systems control, medical imaging software, and electronic interface technologies.
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Radar and ARPA Manual, Third Edition: Radar, AIS and Target Tracking for Marine Radar UsersButterworth-Heinemann, 2014

	Radar and ARPA Manual provides essential information for professional mariners and seagoing marine engineers, including those undertaking electronic navigation system courses and marine operations qualifications internationally.


	This fully revised new edition serves as the most comprehensive reference on equipment and techniques...
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Java EE 8 High Performance: Master techniques such as memory optimization, caching, concurrency, and multithreading to achieve maximum performance from your enterprise applications.Packt Publishing, 2018

	
		Get more control of your applications performances in development and production and know how to meet your Service Level Agreement on critical microservices.

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn how to write a JavaEE application with performance constraints (Service Level Agreement?SLA) leveraging the...
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Scrum: Novice to Ninja: Methods for Agile, Powerful DevelopmentSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2016

	
		Why should you use Scrum in your web projects? Simply put, it'll enable your team to get more done in less time.

	
		Scrum is the most popular agile project management methodology used in web projects today. While most Scrum books tend to be lengthy textbooks that cover every detail of Scrum for all types of...
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Pervasive Information Architecture: Designing Cross-Channel User ExperiencesMorgan and Claypool Publishers, 2011

	I knew the Internet before it got famous. There were places but no paths, no
	maps, no search engines. Entry required a key in the form of an IP address
	and an incantation in the language of UNIX. It was a small world that felt big
	because it was so easy to get lost in the shadowy realm of texts and data, completely
	devoid of color....
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Test-Driven Infrastructure with Chef: Bring Behavior-Driven Development to Infrastructure as CodeO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Since Test-Driven Infrastructure with Chef first appeared in mid-2011, infrastructure testing has begun to flourish in the web ops world. In this revised and expanded edition, author Stephen Nelson-Smith brings you up to date on this rapidly evolving discipline, including the philosophy driving it and a growing array of tools....
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PersistMetropolitan Books, 2021

	
		The inspiring, influential senator and bestselling author mixes vivid personal stories with a passionate plea for political transformation.

		

		Elizabeth Warren is a beacon for everyone who believes that real change can improve the lives of all Americans. Committed, fearless, and famously persistent, she brings...
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